FEATURED STORY

SMPTE Student Film Fest
Recognizes Tech in Films

Magic and Miracles

Student films from all across the globe make up official selections

100 Years of Motion Imaging Science and Technology
The Work of the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers

By Michael Balderston

“It’s only when you stop, and look back, over a century that you see how far
we’ve come. It’s dazzling. It’s astounding. It’s magic.”
from James Cameron’s 2016 Honorary Membership acceptance speech

A Long Time in the Making—
Well Worth the Wait
 radition, resilience, agility, and
adaptability are organizational
character traits that have
enabled the Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers
(SMPTE) to thrive for more than 100
years on the leading edge of the development and standardization of motion
imaging technology. To commemorate this achievement and document
the remarkable work of the Society,
SMPTE has published Magic and
Miracles: 100 Years of Moving Imaging
Science and Technology, an illustrated,
full-color, deluxe edition book, which
will be shipping in late January.

format, highlighting the contributions of SMPTE over its 100 years,
to the development and standardization of technology used in the
motion, television, media, and
entertainment industries.
The editorial precepts that guided
the book’s development were to:

T

The Project Begins
During the early planning stages of
activities to celebrate the Society’s
2016 centenary, the idea of an
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■■Appeal

One hundred years of the Society’s
contributions to the motion picture,
television, and media industries, presented
in a lavishly illustrated 400-page 9 in. x 11 in.
coffee table book, priced within the means of
every SMPTE member.

expansive book was discussed.
By the spring of 2014, a concept
emerged from ad-hoc book committee meetings: to describe the
history of the Society in a narrative
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to technical and nontechnical readers.
■■Serve as a calling card for the Society beyond the media industry.
■■Inspire the next generation of
media system technologists which
serves to attract technical talent
to careers in the media industry.
■■Reflect on the historical contributions made by the Society.
■■Fill a technical history void in
media studies.

The Production Process
Thoroughly documenting a century
of the Society’s accomplishments in
a comprehensive and balanced history is, at the very least, difficult.
1045-0279/18©2018SMPTE
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Each Section opens with a full-page color image representative of the subjects to be covered (left). Table of contents. The opening spread to
Section 4—Digital Dawns presenting the commencement of DTV services with the launch of STS-95 in October 1998, offset by the ensuing
SMPTE RP 428:6 Cinema alignment signal (right).

To simplify the challenge, the book
follows a chronological narrative
through various topics of interest to
the Society such as motion pictures,
television, digital systems, content
creation, and distribution. The
book describes the adaptability and
evolution of the Society in response
to transformative and disruptive
innovations, such as digital television, and the contemporary influx
of information technology, just as it
had with the development of sound
and color for motion pictures earlier in its history.
Magic and Miracles is the result
of a collaborative effort by Society
members. Philip J. Cianci served
as the project’s editorial director.
Committee members, Society members, and staff comprised an advisory
board. In the tradition of anniversary publications by professional
societies, a significant portion

of the content was provided by
members, including contributions from (in the order of appearance): Mark Schubin, William
Miller, John Belton, Stan Baron,
David Wood, Mike Strein, Bill
Werner, Dean Winkler, Douglas
I. Sheer, Matthew Brennesholtz,
Simon Gauntlett, Al Kovalick,
Chris Lennon, John Footen, and
Richard Welsh. Members of the
SMPTE Motion Imaging Journal
Board of Editors reviewed many
of the submissions. Other article
contributions provided by subject
matter experts served to frame the
backstory.
Supplemental sidebar materials, such as the development of
standards, award recipients, technical notes, first-person accounts
from the SMPTE Transactions and
the Journal, and industry awards
bestowed upon the Society, were

Liberal use of photos and other visual
elements add interest to chapter narratives.
Chapters One of Section One–SMPE Then
SMPTE Now–describes the motive forces
that led C. Francis Jenkins and industry
stakeholders to form a motion picture
Engineering Society.

added to further explain topics
as well as to highlight significant
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Journal and Transaction excerpts and numerous photographs. In this two-page spread about News Gathering Camera Karl Malkames (left)
and Eyemo and first TV cameras used for news acquisition leading to the proliferation of Electronic News Gathering (right).

Society accomplishments. When
all the materials were assembled,
the book had grown to more than
600 pages!

A Three-Book Set
As a result, the original goal of a
single book expanded to a set of

three distinct works. The first book,
The Honor Roll and Honorary Members
of the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers, includes profiles
of each of the Society’s Honorary
Member; it was presented as a keepsake gift to attendees of the 2016
Centenary Gala. The second book

will be the hard cover Magic and
Miracles. And the third book, The
History of the Society of Motion Picture
and Television Engineers, is written from the Society’s perspective,
focuses on the growth and evolution
of SMPTE, and incorporates the
abundance of material unearthed
during the research of Magic and
Miracles, and will include references
and footnotes. It will be published
as an on-demand paperback, targeted for release in October 2018.

Every Society Member Should
Own a Copy

Each award from the Motion Picture and Television Academies is highlighted. Pictured here:
The 1992-1993 NATAS Emmy for the SMPTE 259M Serial Digital Interface standard.
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The nearly 400 pages of Magic
and Miracles: 100 Years of Moving
Image Science and Technology highlight the work and contributions
of the Society, and its members
and sustaining entities, in the
narrative context of the motion
picture, television, and media
industry’s history. A book of this
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nature—with hundreds of color
photos, illustrations, and diagrams—
will find a home on every member’s coffee table to enjoy for years
to come.

About the Editorial Director
Philip J. Cianci’s
involvement
in
HDTV began at
Philips Research
in 1984 and continued at ESPN
during the construction and commissioning of the

all-HD Digital Center. He was the
editor (2005–2007) of the Transition to
Digital Broadcast Engineering magazine e-newsletter. Following the authoring of two Focal Press published
books in 2012, McFarland published
High Definition Television – The Creation,
Development and Implementation of
HDTV Technology, which documents
the global deployment of HDTV. He
is assisting the Smithsonian Institution
in developing an HDTV archive.
Living a dual existence in the parallel universes of creativity and technology, he is forging a body of work
exemplifying the intelligent fusion of

technology and art at his Frog Hill
Creative Sanctuary. His recent work
was inspired by his participation in
the development and 
deployment
of HDTV. For additional information visit: www.philipcianci.com and
www.HDTVarchiveproject.com.
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